Play on Violence [Fiction]

(There once was a man that lived in Dorchester.)

Young teenager: (coming out of bar)
She was wearing a mini skirt
and was drunk.
(There was a group of men
in the corner drinking beer, smoking
weed, just simply getting wasted.)
Man: "Hey, babe come over here"

Young teenager: (with a grin on
her face) "Noah, Noah" She said
(She kept on walking...)

Man: (Runs to her) and grabs her
by the hair, pulls her to the
wall and slaps her. He starts
abusing the young teenager.

Violence is everywhere. Someone
should make a change in
this world. TO BE CONTINUE...
From Dr. Novice-Energy

Dear Dr. Lenore,

I've been thinking a lot about our recent talk. You mentioned a mini-series coming out, and I was wondering if you could give me a brief overview. I think it would be great if we could have a preview at the end of the series. It could introduce some exciting new elements to our current storyline.

Also, since my team is currently focusing on a grant application, I wanted to check in with you about possible collaborations. There's a potential opportunity that might align with our current project. Mr. G. might be interested in discussing this further. He's been working on a similar initiative and could possibly contribute.

I'm excited about the possibility of working on a joint project. It could be a great way to leverage our respective strengths.

Best,

[Name]